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OPINION | by Dan Pennington

What Is Going On At Weekly Alibi?
Let’s catch up on why we’ve changed up the formula

I
remember sitting in the bar I worked
at in November of 2015 with friends,
watching in abject horror at the screen

as we all witnessed state after state go red
for Trump. Like roughly half the country,
we couldn’t believe what was happening.
We knew people didn’t objectively love
Clinton, but that night opened our eyes to
the fact something was very wrong with the
country. What had happened that caused
so many people to see Trump not just as a
viable candidate but worthy of the office of
President? One of the final memories    of
that night was my manager, a woman of
color, tears in her eyes, pouring a shot and
shaking her head. The rest was a drunken
blur to passing out on the couch and
waking up in a hazy mess the next
morning, trying to process what had gone
so wrong. 

Don’t Call It A Comeback
Since 1992 Weekly Alibi has been a staple of
Albuquerque. I’ve spoken to the effect it
had on my upbringing as a youth in this
city, and maybe that nostalgia is why I’m
here now. We can have a real talk right
now and realize that as we were at the start
of this year, as a whole, we were
unprepared for a global pandemic that
would shut down almost all entertainment
and outings. It’s safe to say most everyone
was in that boat, in one form or another.
So what is the number one go-to
newspaper for things to do in the city left
to do but shift focus. A year ago I was
writing about strip club steak and lobster
dinners. The whole concept seems so
foreign and strange because almost every
aspect of what made that story work
doesn’t currently exist. 

What does exist is the election of the
next President, which is less than 100 days
away. There are businesses in need of
direction and focus from local officials.
There is a movement that is getting
foreign countries to speak up on behalf of
BIPOC Americans who demand equal
treatment from law enforcement and basic
dignity and respect from other Americans.
What I see is a country in need of support.
I know that right now it seems like the
problems we are facing are
insurmountable, and in some ways, they
are. How do you call for leadership and
accountability from someone who has no
fear of tear gassing peaceful protestors so
they can have a photo op? How do you
quell hatred in the hearts of others? How
do you do more than you can reasonably
be expected to in support of others when

section right now, we’ve been able to give
voice to different viewpoints and
perspectives that the paper has been
missing. Do we need more diversity in this
section still? Absolutely. We’re not there
yet, and it is an area we hope to improve
on in the near future, once we have some
flexibility in hiring new staff. This city is
made up of people from all kinds of
backgrounds, who can see things
differently than I could. Their voice
matters and deserves to be heard. We are
aiming to continue our more direct news
approach right now, as we are seeing a
really positive response to it. 

Our Town Square section is another
new addition. This goes back to the fact
that we can give a platform to voices that
aren’t heard. We talked about it two weeks
ago in Letters, but it’s worth repeating.
Our Letters section will never go away, and
Town Square is meant to be a stand-alone
section for groups with a message that they
need to get out to speak on that message.
Whether we don’t have capacity to cover it
or necessary expertise and history with the
subject, this is meant to help us ensure we
have comprehensive coverage of all things
relevant to the city right now. Want to be a
part of that? We’ve got the guidelines up
on the website right now on how to submit
a piece for us. We need them, because we
need you. Learn more on how to involve
      your organization or business through
Town Square. 

Calendars are gone, for what we would
argue is a very obvious reason, but we
make a soft promise that this won’t be
permanent. The number one thing we’ve
heard from readers throughout our nearly
three decades of publication has been how
important those calendars are to them.
Whether you’re a lifelong resident just
needing something to eat up your Friday
night rather than stay at home or a
newcomer to the town who wants to learn
about all the coolest things to do and
discover, the event calendars have been
synonymous with our newspaper. When
will they come back? We don’t have a clue.
It could be next week, it could be five
months from now. We assume it will
roughly be around the same time you can
honkytonk with a stranger and not risk
causing their grandmother to die that
those events will reopen, and with it our
calendars. 

Restaurant reviews. These hold a
special place in my heart, because it’s what
got me started here at Weekly Alibi, and it’s
something I look forward to doing again.
On one hand, new businesses need the

you yourself face many of the same
struggles, more or less trapped at home
while an economic crisis looms in the near
distance? 

I have learned that it is OK to feel
helpless and to embrace the bleakness. It’s
a perfectly reasonable thing to do
considering the state of “things” right now.
But we have to also equally embrace the
joys we find. 

My dogs have never been happier (can’t
say much for the cats, they seem
indifferent) to have me home more often. I
learned that I love gardening, now that I
have time to pursue it properly, and I very
much look forward to the giant field of
sunflowers I have created in my yard, as
well as the tomatoes that I really hope fruit
properly soon. I have learned that
friendship isn’t tied to the time I spend
with people but to the conversations we
have and the emotions we can share
between us during those phone calls and
texts. I have learned that sitting down for a
beer and chatting to a stranger about their
lives was something that was integral to

better understanding others and
something that can’t be replicated
anywhere else. S  omething to look forward
to when we get past all this. 

The Times They Are a-
Changin’
Weekly Alibi is very much the same way.
Sure, right now we can’t exist the way we
used to. Call it a moral responsibility to
cover the news you don’t see elsewhere.
Call it a necessity of a market change that
doesn’t allow us to fill six pages with
calendars. Maybe it was a growing pain we
weren’t quite ready to go through.
Regardless of all that, we’re here now and
we’re doing the best we can. We’ve still got
a lot to work through before I would say
we’re there, and we’re moving at the best
pace possible. So what have we learned
and changed in the two months of being
reopened? 

I would say the first and most major
change has been our news section. With
five separate writers working within this

We’re hoping to keep these covers coming out long into the future, with your help. 
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NEWS CITY
BY JOSHUA LEE

Police Reform in the
Roundhouse
New Mexico’s Criminal Justice Reform
Subcommittee says police reform will be a
focus for the next round of legislation.

According to KOB the 2021 legislative
session in New Mexico will be addressing
concerns being voiced across the state
and nation.

Rep. Antonio Maestas told reporters that
there will be 8 to 12 bills introduced next
session that will deal with police reform.
“We’ve never really dealt with police issues
at the state level before,” he said.

The subcommittee met on Monday for
the first of three meetings meant to discuss
police accountability, qualified immunity
and other issues.

The Albuquerque Police Officers’
Association is being represented at the
meetings, and the group says it’s happy to
be a part of the conversation. Association
President Shaun Willoughby told reporters
that the group welcomed the chance to
address “the current reform question being
posed by some of the public.”

State COVID-19 Stats
Positive
New Mexico state health orders seem to be
paying off, as New Mexico is now showing
a test positivity rate that is significantly
lower than neighboring states. Seven-day
averages for new cases are also showing
improvements. Hospitalizations also
continue to decrease.

The Santa Fe New Mexican reports that
only 1 in 30 tests for COVID-19 are returning
positive, making the “positivity rate” around
3 percent. In Texas the rate is 16.2 percent,
in Arizona it’s 15.5 percent and in Colorado
it’s 7.2 percent. The overall rate across the
US is 7.5 percent.

According to data from Johns Hopkins
University, the seven-day rolling average
of daily new cases in New Mexico
dropped from 289.29 new confirmed
cases per day on July 24 to 197.86 new
cases per day on Aug. 7.

But the most significant metric—
hospitalizations—continues to decrease,
showing an overall positive trend. At the
beginning of this week, there were 121
state hospitalizations. Down from spikes
between 170 and 178 hospitalizations
around the same time last month.

State: Employers Must

Report COVID-19 Cases
New Mexico environmental officials have
issued an emergency rule requiring
employers to promptly report known cases
of novel coronavirus infection in the
workplace.

The Associated Press reports that the
state Environmental Department ordered
employers to report positive COVID-19
cases in the workplace within four hours of
receiving notification.

“By requiring employers to report
positive cases in a timely manner, the state
will be able to more rapidly respond to
workplaces,” the department said,
“providing immediate guidance and support
to employers and preventing the spread of
COVID-19 beyond the infected employees.”
The agency said that employers were aware
of positive cases before the department in
at least 280 cases.

The emergency rule will remain in effect
for 120 days. A permanent rule can be put
into place during that time, however. a

OPINION | by Dan Pennington

attention now more than ever. On the
other, people are eating out less than ever
before, and if we’re going to focus on a
restaurant, we want that focus to be when
they’re at their best. These are far from
ideal operating conditions for most
restaurants, and to acknowledge that
means that anyone who looks at their
review from us in the future will look at it
through a scope of, “What did this all
mean during a pandemic?” Maybe I’m in
the wrong here and we should be doing
them right now, or at least attempting a
different path. Our goal is to make sure
that what we’re doing is in the best interest
of everyone, and that our work has efficacy
and meaning, both now and in the future.
We know they’ll be back, it’s just a matter
of how to do it to ensure restaurants get
the most benefit from them, now and in
the future. For most purposes we can look
at our Music section the same way. Clarke
is keeping Sonic Reducers coming when
we can, but without shows or a dedicated
writer in the section, we can’t reliably fill
the section, but very much look forward to
its return. 

As far as the Art, Cannabis and Film
sections go, not a lot has changed. We’ve
said goodbye to Film Caps for now and will
bring them back if theaters reopen and
move forward. Cannabis Manual is still
printing, and Joshua will still keep giving
us the kush coverage we crave. Clarke has
Art on lockdown week after week, plus he’s
been giving us something new to drink our
fears away with recently, so check out his
cocktail column. I doubt we plan to change
those sections in the future, as they’ve
shown they can still exist in a corona-
world. 

What Keeps Us Moving
Probably the most notable missing feature
of the paper is our advertising. For the
reader, it might even feel like a magical
blessing to be rid of ads so they have all
the content nicely grouped up in a tighter
paper. For us, it’s a little more distressing.
We’ve been free since day one (or I’ve been
being lied to and a thief for a very long
time). Currently, and in the future, we plan
on continuing free distribution. How are
we alive right now? Government business-
saving funds. Will that last us forever?
Absolutely not. We have a soft internal
deadline of when we have to be totally
sufficient on advertising again to remain
viable. It’s not a fun conversation to have.
It’s not even something we genuinely want
to think about. But right now, we have to
consider what our next steps are.

We are of the opinion that requiring a
paywall for our paper isn’t viable. Not that
we don’t think our content deserves to be
paid for, or that we couldn’t do it, but
rather, we really don’t want to. What is
going on around us in the city deserves to
be freely given information. Hiding

information behind a cost is a detriment to
those who can’t afford it. Our current
solution has been Friends of the Weekly
Alibi, a program that functions somewhere
between a GoFundMe and a Patreon. For
nearly 30 years, we’ve supported
unfettered and uncontrolled news
coverage. We are not beholden to
anyone—except our readers—and we
intend to keep it that way. Maybe things
will reopen in a month, the advertising will
come back in, and there won’t be a worry
in the world. Maybe we won’t see normalcy
in public until late February, and we’ll be
operating off donations and support from
readers until then. The link for Friends of
the Weekly Alibi can be found at the top of
the page at Alibi.com, and in advance, we
want to thank you for your continued
support. 

What’s To Come
Thinking back on that morning after
election night, I tried to remember what
went wrong. I remember news stations
covering it nearly nonstop for weeks after.
The blame was thrown around to all sorts
of sources, but ultimately, it came down to
one thing. Whether major news agencies
refused to look truth in the eye or
accurately cover the feelings of Americans,
the point was they missed out on
opportunities to cover what half of
America was feeling during those months

leading up the election. There was a fear
and hatred that fueled President Trump
and his campaign, one he rode on. It
wasn’t their fault at the time. No one like
him had existed as a candidate before, and
figuring out how to cover him was a
learning process happening in real time. 

We face election season again, and
there’s lessons learned. So what is Weekly
Alibi doing back on stands while the world
is slowly imploding? We still have a voice.
We can cover what is happening and we
can inform people. We can try to help
defuse anger and fear. We can create a
positive impact on our community. We will
do everything we can to print every issue
possible to try and affect change that
betters society. We’ll cover the news, using
all available facts to ensure that what is in
your hands is the closest thing to the truth
you can find out there. I personally know I
want to ensure our coverage of local and
national elections ensures you know what
your vote means and that there is no
question of which candidate stands for
what you want. 

We can’t tell you how to vote, but we can
hopefully give you everything you need to
make an informed choice and to push the
city and country in a direction that aligns
with your ideals. Then hopefully, one day
in the future, I can sit down and write an
article about the $30 lobster tail burrito a
local nightclub is serving, and we can all
have a good laugh.  a

DAN PENNINGTONOur big, red “a” leaves a nice neon glow across the office late at night.
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NEWS | NEWS by Gwynne Ann Unruh 

Hunger Pains SOS!
COVID-19 response makes US look like a banana republic

BY GWYNNE ANNE UNRUH

O
ur nation’s people are

increasingly ill, hungry and

homeless. Someone you know is

hungry right now. Many of your neighbors

in New Mexico are an illness, an accident

or an unexpected auto repair away from

needing food assistance. Currently, New

Mexico ranks among the worst in the

nation for hunger, for both children and

adults. Food banks are seeing an average

increase of 50 percent in the number of

people served compared to this time last

year. Feeding America’s latest food bank

survey, based on preliminary data,

estimates an additional 17 million people,

or around 54 million people (one in six)

total, in the United States could become

food insecure in 2020 as a result of the

pandemic.

Statistics compiled by the Food

Research Action Center, NM Dept. of

Health and the US Dept. of Agriculture

show that 25 percent of New Mexico

children lack regular access to healthy

food, must skip meals or experience

hunger—the highest rate of child food

insecurity in the nation. In addition 33

percent of children living in McKinley

County suffer from food insecurity—

almost twice the national average. It’s also

worth noting that 685,385 New Mexicans

live in a “food desert”—an area where it is

difficult to buy affordable or good-quality

fresh food—which contributes to higher

rates of food insecurity within tribal, rural

and frontier communities.

High rates of food insecurity have

existed in New Mexico long before the

coronavirus pandemic. Every week nearly

70,000 New Mexicans seek food assistance.

That’s comparable to a city the size of

Santa Fe needing assistance every week.

We are a state full of “working poor” that,

pre-COVID-19, earned a little too much to

get SNAP (formerly food stamps) and

other social support programs but still

struggled to put food on the table and had

absolutely nothing set aside to pay for

medical bills, car repairs or a reduction in

hours at work. The pandemic has left

many families wondering where their next

meal might come from or if they will be

homeless next week.

Food insecurity research and statistics

bring home the message of how abysmally

food insecure New Mexico is. Between 30

percent and 40 percent of the members of

households seeking food assistance are

children under the age of 18. Of the

people seeking food assistance, 61 percent

are senior citizens in New Mexico. Many

households report that, in the previous

year, they had to choose between buying

food or paying utilities. Of this group 33

percent reported that they have to make

this tough choice every month. Meanwhile

48 percent of households report having to

choose between paying their rent or

mortgage or buying food; for 19 percent

of this group, it was a choice they had to

make every month.

While thousands of New Mexicans

receive assistance through SNAP

(Supplemental Nutritional Assistance

Program), those funds only provide 2.3

weeks of groceries. For now, all many who

are hungry can do is get in line for free

packaged breakfasts and lunches for their

kids through schools, purchase unhealthy

fast food to have at least some food in

their household, skip their own meals to

feed their kids dinner, pick up a box of

free food from the food bank, turn to

emergency food pantries and soup

kitchens, or contemplate going to a

shelters where they will give you three

meals a day.

Down in southern New Mexico, the

Silver City Gospel Mission’s executive

director Amy Wagner said that since the

shutdown of schools and businesses in

mid-March, the need for food boxes has

risen by 99 percent. “Since January first we

have served 4166 meals to go and 2488

food boxes. We usually receive an

abundant quality and quantity of food

from local grocery stores.” Due to COVID-

19 Wagner says the stores are selling out of

items quickly. “We have had to purchase

extra food to add to the stocks that we

procure through Roadrunner Food Bank

via Feeding America.” The mission is

asking for donations of nonperishable

canned and boxed food items to assist in

filling the food boxes.

Due to COVID-19 the mission’s thrift

store is currently closed, and they are not

accepting any clothing donations;

household items must be sprayed with a

vinegar or bleach-water mix or other

disinfectant mist. “We are losing revenue

daily not having the thrift store open. With

those monies we usually purchase food

stocks, pay utilities and payroll; any dollar

amount donated would be greatly

appreciated,” Wagner said.

Elma Reynalds, CEO of Joy Junction

shelter in Albuquerque’s South Valley said

the organization is getting fewer homeless,

because the state is requiring negative

results from a COVID-19 test. “You can’t

come in unless they’ve been tested and are

negative. We have families and elderly at

the shelter and most of them have

underlying health issues,” she explained.

The shelter refers applicants to various

places to stay while they wait for the results

of their COVID-19 test. If the test is

negative, Joy Junction will pick them up

and bring them to the shelter.

Joy Junction Shelter currently has 100

people staying full time, even though they

Long lines have become the normal for Roadrunner to handle. CLARKE CONDÉ
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119 San Pasquale ave SW 

505-243-0370
Be Healthy 

Corner is open! 

We are a holistic health shop. 

We have Hala, Ayurvedic and 

Chinese medicines.

We carry Authentic 

Native American salves. 

We carry live and dried herbs. 

We have handcrafted soap, 

candles and incense. 

We heal mind, body and spirit.  

We will have live and dried 

blood microscopy. By years end 

our N.D and master herbalist will 

be on full time.
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alibi
can shelter over 300. Reynalds said

another reason their numbers are low

right now is because of the stimulus

checks. The money provided many in the

shelter with a month’s rent and necessary

deposits to get their own home. Reynalds

said the numbers will go up moving into

the fall, with many of them people who

have been going in and out of

homelessness. 

When the pandemic started, Reynalds

said she was scared that they would not be

able to procure enough food for Joy

Junction. “When COVID started we were

panicking wondering how we are going to

get food, but we were blessed with so many

food donations. It’s not something that we

have had to really worry about, and

hopefully it will continue like this.”

“The majority of the food we use at the

shelter is from donations from individuals

and businesses,” Reynalds said. “We have a

big supporter in Trader Joe’s. Every night

our driver or one of our employees will go

there to pick up food. The other part of

our food needs we buy from Roadrunner

[Food Bank] because it is cheaper.” 

“Right now we are running the internal

workings of the shelter strictly with staff

and the residents, no volunteers,”

Reynalds explained. “Residents are

helping the new people who come in,

serving meals or helping with whatever

else needs to be done at the shelter.” The

shelter is accepting volunteers, but only to

help with cleaning outside the property, as

they are basically quarantined inside. “We

are grateful and thankful for the

community that continues to support us,

because we receive no government funding

and only depend on private donations

from individuals, business organizations

and churches. It’s 34 years now that Joy

Junction has been open, and we are

growing,” she said. 

Help is available in your community if

you are hungry at food banks across the

state of New Mexico. Call before going to

receive food, as place and times may

change. Bring a photo ID or some

paperwork showing you live in the zip

code where the food bank is located. Bring

your own bags or boxes in case they may

not have boxes or bags to place food in.

Arrange transportation in advance. Food

banks do not deliver. Seniors, the disabled,

the medically frail or those on Medicaid

may be able to qualify for a reduced fare

or no-cost transportation. You can locate a

food bank in your area at

foodpantries.org/st/new_mexico. a



staff members.” The department has its
own additional training programs focused
specifically on working with children and
young adults. 

“We really push restorative justice
programs,” says Chief of School Police
Steve Gallegos. “Last year we arrested a
total of seven kids. [And those were all
because] we found 11 guns on campus …
but something like 99.9 percent of the
time we don’t arrest. 

“The goal is really to keep kids out of
the juvenile system. I don’t think
demonstrators quite understand what we
really do. We work closely with the
Juvenile Probation Officers and we rely on
restorative justice practices. It doesn’t
always work—sometimes you work and
work with the kid and it still doesn’t work;
but for the most part it does.”

Jonathan Juarez of FFOL brought up
that it’s not just about arrests, but about
expulsions and suspensions, too—some of
which are facilitated by the APSPD for
infractions of school code or illegal activity
that occurs outside of school. 

“If APS truly practices restorative
justice, why are they holding [back] the
demographic reports of who they’re
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Youth Organizers Protest Cops in Classrooms
Fight For Our Lives denounces criminalizing students of color

COMMUNITY NEWS | by    Robin Babb

Over the weekend a protest to
defund the Albuquerque Public
Schools Police Department led by

Fight For Our Lives, a local youth-led
organization that campaigns for school
safety and racial justice, met at the APS
Headquarters and marched through
Uptown. Several other local organizations
including The Red Nation and Pueblo
Action Alliance supported the protest and
spoke on the issue of police in public
schools. Of the estimated 200 protestors
present, many were students or parents of
students. The two-hour protest was
peaceful and involved no direct contact
with law enforcement, though there were
many police present, both watching the
ground in patrol cars and circling the air
in a helicopter.

The protestors were demanding
immediate defunding and abolishment of
the APS Police to reallocate funds to
several other initiatives, including
conducting equity audits of schools with
the biggest racial disparities and providing
anti-racism classes for all students and
teachers. Their concern was not only with
use of excessive force against students, but
also with the educational environment
created by the mere presence of armed
officers on school campuses. The budget
for the APS Police Department is $6.5
million for fiscal year 2020.

The presence of police in schools has
long been criticized, but the current
national discussion about over policing—
as well as several high-profile instances of
excessive force being used against
students, including one in Farmington,
NM last year when a police officer wrestled
a Black 11-year-old student to the ground,
giving her a concussion—has brought the
issue to a head in many places. 

Earlier this year the Denver, CO school
board voted unanimously to cut its
contract with the Denver Police
Department, stating in its resolution that,
“From the 2014-15 school year through
the 2018-19 school year, DPS students
were ticketed or arrested at school by
police officers at least 4,540 times, with
the vast majority being Black or Latinx
students between the ages of 10 and 15,
thereby introducing them to the criminal
justice system and often inflicting
institutional trauma.” 

Rather than having a contract with the
Albuquerque Police Department or any
other local law enforcement agency, the
APS Police Department is a separate entity
that gets its funding from APS and has its
commission with Bernalillo County. The
stated mission of the APSPD is to “create
and maintain a safe and secure
educational climate for all students and

expelling and who they’re suspending?
The last time the public saw those reports
there was such a deep racial disparity that
they’ve since stopped releasing that
information.” 

Racially disparate rates of graduation
are also cause for concern in New Mexico,
where 73.3 percent of English language
learner students and 69.6 percent of
Native American students graduate from
high school—well behind the national
average graduation rate of 85.3 percent,
according to a report from the Public
Education Department last year. 

Zoey Craft, another organizer with Fight
For Our Lives who led the protest, spoke
about her own experience with APSPD.

“I was in my senior year at La Cueva
High School. I was about three weeks from
graduation. The administration, in
coordination with APS Police, tried to kick
me and several of my friends out of school
three weeks to graduation due to hearing
about a party that took place over six
months before.” Although Craft is Asian
American and often passes for white, she
said that she saw the Black students at her
school disproportionally subject to
suspension and expulsion, as well as arrest.

Perhaps the biggest reason police
presence increased in US schools in the

’00s is to help prevent or mitigate school
shootings. After the Columbine High
School shooting of 1999, parents of
students became justifiably concerned over
the continued safety of their children in
school settings.

Juarez addressed this concern in a
speech at the ABQ Uptown shopping
center, the midpoint of the march. “I want
to talk about what happened in Parkland,
because I’ve heard a couple of times today,
‘In the era of mass school shootings, who
are we going to call?’ I want to remind you
that Marjory Stoneman Douglas [High
School] had four armed officers on
campus when Nicholas Cruz massacred
students inside. All four of them stood by,
they stood outside while he massacred
students inside. And today, all four of
them are facing legal penalties for their
inaction. Armed officers have almost never
intervened in a school shooting.”

The Fight For Our Lives organizers
emphasized the importance of introducing
more counselors and mental health
resources into schools, as well as mediation
and de-escalation training for staff to
address the underlying issues that lead to
school shootings. “These are all programs
that we’ve seen reduce the criminalization
of our communities and actually make our
kids safer,” said Craft. a

ROBIN BABBProtesters speak out against keeping cops in school.
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Dateline: United Kingdom
A man grew a penis out of his arm to
replace the one he lost to an infection. In
an interview with The Sun, British
mechanic Malcolm MacDonald explained
that he lost his penis after a long-term
perineum infection developed into sepsis.
The condition turned his fingers, toes and
penis black, and the penis eventually fell
off. Professor David Ralph, a penile
reconstruction expert at London’s
University College Hospital, built a new
penis for MacDonald out of a skin graft
from the man’s left arm. For MacDonald,
the medical miracle has been a mixed bag.
Since 2014 he’s been waiting to have the
newly grown appendage removed from his
arm—where it is still attached. MacDonald
has nicknamed the penis “Jimmy” and
seems able to see the humor in his
situation. “Of course it is mad—having a
penis on your arm,” he told reporters.
“Not even I am used to it. But when you
think about it, it’s actually amazing. That
they can make me a new penis at all is
incredible—but that they can build it on
my arm is mind-blowing. It looks like
something out of a weird sci-fi comic. But
it’s my chance at a normal life.” He said
he hopes to have the final procedure
performed later this year. During the
operation, surgeons will remove the penis
from his forearm and attach it to his groin.
To enable “mechanical erection,” a tube
and a saline pump will be attached
internally.

Dateline: United Kingdom
An acclaimed Irish novelist accidentally
featured fictional creatures from the video
game series The Legend of Zelda in his
recent historical novel. The Guardian
reports that an astute reader of John
Boyne’s A Traveller at the Gates of Wisdom
noticed what they believed to be an
homage to the video game series. During
a scene in which the novel’s narrator
attempts to poison Attila the Hun, it’s
pointed out that the compound being
used was made from “an “Octorok eyeball”
and “the tail of the red lizalfos and four
Hylian shrooms.” These ingredients
seemed to be references to the video game
The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild, but
writer Dana Shwartz had another theory.
“While John Boyne was doing a
perfunctory google search for how to dye
clothes red,” she wrote on Twitter, “he
found a site listing monster parts and
accidentally put them in his Very Serious
book. I am very embarrassed for him and
this is my nightmare but it’s also very

funny.” Boyne responded to the
accusations, confirming that he was
neither a fan of the game nor of video
games in general. “I’ll leave it as it is,” he
wrote in response. “I actually think it’s
quite funny and you’re totally right. I don’t
remember, but I must have just Googled it.
Hey, sometimes you just gotta throw your
hands up and say ‘Yup! My bad!’ ” Boyne
said he will be adding the game to the
acknowledgments page in future editions.

Dateline: Washington
Psychics from Portland are offering to find
“lost weed” in Maine for a fee. According
to WJBQ in Portland, Wash. the state of
Maine has legalized the use and possession
of small amounts of marijuana but hasn’t
legalized recreational sales or gifting of the
drug yet. This leaves cannabis users in a
bind, but a Portland-based company has
reportedly found a solution. Marijuana
company Incredibles.me says it’s offering a
brand new psychic service for Maine
residents and visitors. “So under your
scenario you are in Maine vacationing,
living, etc. … and you lost your weed,” the
company wrote on its website. “Oh no!
Who do you call? The Incredibles.me
Psychic Service! We have psychics roaming
all over Portland communicating with their
deity, their spirit guides, and having
religious moments of clarity. We can
guarantee to find your lost weed! (For a
small, but very worthwhile fee!)” The
company notes that if potential clients are
under the age of 21 or within 1,000 feet of
a school, “maybe it is best that you lost
your weed.”

Dateline: Rhode Island
The state of Rhode Island accidentally
issued tax refund checks signed by Mickey
Mouse and Walt Disney. According to CNN
176 tax refund checks were sent to Rhode
Island residents last month with the
unlikely signatures in place of those of the
state treasurer and controller. Most of the
checks were related to sales tax and
corporate tax credit refunds. Rhode Island
Department of Revenue Chief of Staff Jade
Borgeson told reporters that the invalid
signatures were misprints caused by a
glitch in the state’s check-printing system.
Borgeson said Mickey and Walt’s
signatures came from the Division of
Taxation’s test print files and were
accidentally included on the real checks.
“The division is continuing to proactively
contact impacted taxpayers to remedy the
error and apologizes for any
inconvenience the error may have caused,”
Borgeson said. The Rhode Island
Department of Revenue asked that
taxpayers who received any of the
misprinted checks contact the agency. The
checks have reportedly been voided, and
corrected ones were issued last week. a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird

news to josh@alibi.com.
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W hy do politicians fight to fill
judicial openings with their
buddies? This question may

sound naive—but is it?
They obviously do it so courts put a

stamp of approval on their policies. We
accept as self-evident that a judge who is a
Democrat will decide a case differently
than a judge who is a Republican, that a
conservative judge will rule differently
than a progressive. We are so used to
seeing this play out in Supreme Court
decisions that we don’t even think that
something here just isn’t right.

I gave no thought to it too—until it
happened to me.

I sued in a First/Fifth Amendment case
Overview Books v. US to give individuals
speech rights of corporations (think
Citizens United in reverse)—the Library of
Congress denies authors who themselves
publish their books the subject-matter
keywords which make a new book visible to
book trade and libraries; those are given
only to third-party middlemen-publishers,
making works of author-publishers
invisible, and essentially handing the
“marketplace of ideas” to middlemen.

As I sued, sensing in this arrangement
both crony capitalism and censorship, a
fascinating judicial decision-making
procedure revealed itself: Instead of
weighing plaintiff ’s argument against that
of defendant (or, simply put, my lawyer’s
argument against the government’s),
judges relied in their decisions on bogus
argument of judges’ own concoction. In
my case, Charles Lettow decided for
government because government argued
what it never argued; as did Eric
Vitaliano—because my lawyer never
argued what was our mainstay argument.
Rivaling Orwell, judges take for
adjudication parties’ argument, but
adjudicate judges’.

How does that square with the
constitutional guarantee of “due process of
the law?” It doesn’t. “Due process”

 NEWS | COMMUNITY NEWS by Lev Tsitrin

Judicial Fraud Impacts Americans
Is justice possible under “corrupt and malicious” judiciary?

demands that judges be impartial; yet they
feel free to act as parties to the case, as
lawyers to the party they want to win,
supplying the argument for it. No one can
be impartial to his or her own argument,
so impartiality is out. Normally, judges
have to recuse themselves when they are
parties to the case argued before them, but
no recusal took place in my lawsuit,
though instead of adjudicating Overview
Books v. US, Lettow decided in Overview
Books v. US and Lettow, while Vitaliano
ruled in Not Overview Books v. US and
Vitaliano. Nor is it possible to rebut judges’
argument—it appears for the first time
right in the decision, and it is too late by
then.

So I sued judges for fraud—and they
argued that in Pierson v. Ray judges gave
themselves the right to act from the bench
“maliciously and corruptly;” besides, per
Judge Garaufis, replacement of parties’
argument by judges is “classical
application of the judicial process.” This
being surreal, I sued to have images of
Lady Justice removed from courthouses as
deceptive, but judge Shofield dismissed it
as “frivolous.” Thinking that the fact that
full third of US government—federal
judiciary—is officially and proudly
“corrupt and malicious,” “rule of judges”
replacing the “rule of law” (which is why
politicians pack courts with their partisans)
is Pulitzer-class news, I turned to
journalists—but in another Kafkaesque
twist, every press outlet I contacted, every
journalist I spoke to adamantly refused to
cover it.

Why? Journalists refuse to say, but I
have a theory. Courts shielded the press
from attempts to force it into publishing
what it does not want published, no matter
how true, in Miami Herald v. Tornillo. The
press is also allowed to publish
falsehoods—per New York Times v. Sullivan,
lie is protected speech. Judges allowed the
press to manipulate facts all it wants,
either by commission or by omission; and
the press likely reciprocated by offering

judges its own protection, telling them in a
sense “swindle them all you want, we will
not say a word.” This devils’ bargain allows
both the press and the judges full freedom
to cheat the public. If judges and
journalists engage in mutual back
scratching, no wonder that courts cheated
me out of justice when I tried to fix
absence of free speech, and the press
ignored me when I tried to fix the courts.
The press may even feel as partner in
governance, doing its share of controlling
us by shaping what the public thinks; if it
were up to mainstream media, even the
killing of George Floyd would have been
hush-hushed—but social media took
control, and established press had no
choice but to follow.

There are stories that simply cannot be
told—unless one is willing to take extreme
measures to tell them. Press does go for
stories of violence but, as I have no desire
to hurt anyone, that option is out. I might
go on a hunger strike to force us to face
judicial fraud; there is only so much
Orwellian doublespeak about “rule of law,”
“free speech,” “representative
government”—neither one of which turns
out to exist—that one can take.

But first, let’s see if less drastic
measures can help. Can we get through
our heads that the reason real change can
only be affected through mass street
demonstrations, marches, looting, and
toppling of monuments is because courts
of law whose very purpose is, ostensibly, to
make sure that rights legislated by our
lawmakers are indeed implemented, do
not fulfill that function, engaging instead
in brazen judicial fraud; their real function
being to create “appearance of justice”
while actually denying us justice, and
providing an aura of legality to actions
that are patiently illegal? If not for that,
any injustice—be it social, or racial, or
environmental, or what have you—could
be easily fixed through courts, and the
reason courts fail that task, is because no
“due process of the law” guides judicial

decision-making and predetermines the
outcome. If, instead of giving the judge a
license to “cook the books,” judges are told
to follow clearly-defined decision-making
steps of “due process of the law”—that is,
adjudicating parties’ argument and not
that of the judges, even if the outcome will
not suit judge’s politics, or be kicked off
the bench or worse, then any kind of
justice one cares about could be attained
by any individual, simply by going to
court.

Replacing parties’ argument with
judges’ is what makes arbitrary judging
possible; and it is arbitrary judging that
results is split decisions of the Supreme
Court, and innumerable injustices we
suffer in lower courts. Without ordinary,
regular justice for which the courts of law
are presumably established in the first
place being based on “due process of the
law,” no justice of any kind can exist. To
attain justice, we should substitute our
instinctive desire to pack courts with
judges who share our politics and in its
name will disregard “due process of the
law;” with a change in rules of decision-
making process, denying judges the ability
to insert their own argument into the case
they hear—a practice that is as common
and as illegal as it is wide-spread, dooming
any hope for justice.

Current judicial decision-making
procedure is, to quote Pierson v. Ray,
“corrupt and malicious.” To have justice,
“due process of the law” must control
judicial decision-making process. Nothing
else would do.

Lev Tsitrin is founder of Coalition Against
Judicial Fraud, cajfr.org a

If you are a member of a New Mexico-

based social, political, charity, educational

or arts organization that would like to write

an editorial/opinion piece on a specific

topic relevant to local readers, please

contact editorial@alibi.com.

Please use the subject line: 

Town Square.
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WEDNESDAY AUG 12

DON’T CALL IT A COMEBACK

The Zoo reopens and the animals are back (not that they went anywhere, you just didn’t get to see them) at the
ABQ Biopark starting this Wednesday, Aug. 12 for the general public. Just like the Botanic Gardens, the Zoo has
created a unidirectional path for visitors to enjoy seeing the animals, while keeping them and other visitors safe.
New baby hyenas and wolves, plus changes to a variety of habitats, greet mask-wearing zoo-goers in this modified
arrangement that sadly skips the indoor places like the Penguin Chill exhibit for the time being. You can make timed
reservations online and regular admission prices ($8 for New Mexican adults) apply. ABQBiopark Zoo 903 Tenth
Street SW, cabq.gov/culturalservices/biopark ABQ BIOPARK ZOO 903 10TH STREET SW, alibi.com/v/77up. (Clarke Condé) a

THURSDAY AUG 13

PARTY FOR YOUR RIGHT TO VOTE

This Is What Democracy Looks Like: Movement for Voting Rights Restoration is a virtual event looking at criminal
disenfranchisement laws that strip voting rights from people with past convictions, excluding millions of Americans
from participating in our democratic process. These laws have a disproportionate impact on communities of color.
In this online event, the Brennan Center for Justice brings together advocates from across the country for a conversation
about recent developments in voting rights restoration. They will discuss the connection between disenfranchisement
and protests over police violence and systemic racism and the future of the movement nationwide. To register for
this free event on Aug. 13 from 10 to 11am go to: https://www.brennancenter.org/events/what-democracy-
looks-movement-voting-rights-restoration alibi.com/v/77uq. (Carolyn Carlson) a

SHAKE YOUR BOOTY PARTY

Get your boogie on with the dancers from Keshet Dance and Center for the Arts. All ages, all abilities are encouraged
to join in this free weekly virtual dance party which will begin at 4:15pm each Thursday through Dec. 3. The Zoom
dance party series is intended to get folks up and moving, in their homes and with their families, all while meeting
new people via the virtual party. Potential dancers need to register before putting on their tap or jazz or ballet shoes.
The disco begins Aug. 3 at 4:15pm and happens each Thursday until Dec. 13. Check it out and register at
www.facebook.com/KeshetArts/ alibi.com/v/77ur. (Carolyn Carlson) a

SATURDAY AUG 15

EYE OF NEWT, HAIR OF DOG

Get ready for a night of sorcery and cocktails at Harry Potter Magical Mixers. Join artist Jessie Cleaver for a stay-
at-home virtual mixology class based around everyone’s favorite child wizard this Saturday, Aug. 15, from your own
computerized device. Knowing all of the top Hogwarts Pub specialties could really help you out of a jam one day.
What if you find yourself getting into a heated argument with a witch during a night on the town? You might try to
deescalate the situation by offering to buy them a butterbeer, only to find that the bartender has no idea how to
make one. That drink could be the one thing standing between you and life as a toad. The class starts at 7pm.
Tickets for this 21 and up event are $16. Sign up for a passcode at Yaymaker (bit.ly/2DIs2ha). alibi.com/v/77v9.

(Joshua Lee) a

SPICY TIMES ONLINE

Looking for a little chile? The 2020 Bosque Chile Festival, a celebration of food, art and culture on the Rio
Grande is happening Saturday, Aug. 15 and Sunday, Aug. 16 from 2 to 7pm each day.  Due to COVID-19 and
the State of New Mexico public health order, the festival is being presented     virtually on Facebook! There will be
entertainment, art activities, a virtual artisan market, chile chef demonstrations, educational workshops and
more. This free, all-ages event is meant to give those stuck at home a chance to see what New Mexico chile
has to offer in so many different ways. Aug. 15 and 16  2 to 7pm,  www.facebook.com/bosquechilefestival
alibi.com/v/77va. (Carolyn Carlson) a

PIXABAY
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ARIES (March 21-April 19): Motivational speaker
Les Brown says his mission in life is to help people
become uncomfortable with their mediocrity. That
same mission is suitable for many of you Rams, as
well. And I suspect you’ll be able to generate
interesting fun and good mischief if you perform it in
the coming weeks. Here’s a tip on how to make sure
you do it well: Don’t use shame or derision as you
motivate people to be uncomfortable with their
mediocrity. A better approach is to be a shining
example that inspires them to be as bright as you are.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Taurus musician and
visual artist Brian Eno has a practical, down-to-earth
attitude about making beautiful things, which he has
done in abundance. He says that his goal is not to
generate wonderful creations nonstop—that’s not
possible—but rather to always be primed to do his
best when inspiration strikes. In other words, it’s
crucial to tirelessly hone his craft, to make sure his
skills are constantly at peak capacity. I hope you’ve
been approaching your own labors of love with that
in mind, Taurus. If you have, you’re due for creative
breakthroughs in the coming weeks. The diligent
efforts you’ve invested in cultivating your talents are
about to pay off. If, on the other hand, you’ve been a
bit lazy about detail-oriented discipline, correct that
problem now. There’s still time to get yourself in top
shape.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): In his 2010 album My
Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy, Gemini musician
Kanye West confesses the decadent and hedonist
visions that fascinate and obsess him. Personally, I’m
not entertained by the particular excesses he claims
to indulge in; they’re generic and unoriginal and
boring. But I bet that the beautiful dark twisted
fantasies simmering in your imagination, Gemini, are
more unique and intriguing. In accordance with
astrological omens, I invite you to spend quality time
in the coming weeks diving in and exploring those
visions in glorious detail. Get to know them better.
Embellish them. Meditate on the feelings they invoke
and the possibility that they have deeper spiritual
meanings. (P.S. But don’t act them out, at least not
now.)

CANCER (June 21-July 22): “Make all your decisions
based on how hilarious it would be if you did it,”
advises Cancerian actor Aubrey Plaza. I wish it were
that simple. How much more fun we might all have if
the quest for amusement and laughter were among
our main motivating principles. But no, I don’t
recommend that you always determine your course of
action by what moves will generate the most
entertainment and mirth. Having said that, though, I
do suspect the next few weeks may in fact be a good
time to experiment with using Plaza’s formula.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): In the dictionary, the first
definition of “magic” is “the art of producing
illusions as entertainment by the use of sleight of
hand and deceptive devices.” A far more interesting
definition, which is my slight adjustment of an idea
by occultist Aleister Crowley, doesn’t appear in most
dictionaries. Here it is: “Magic is the science and art
of causing practical changes to occur in accordance
with your will—under the rigorous guidance of love.”
According to my analysis of the astrological omens,
the latter definition could and should be your
specialty during the next four weeks.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): “The soul, like the
moon, is new, and always new again,” wrote 14th-
century mystic poet Lalleswari. I will amend her
poetic formulation, however. The fact is that the soul,
unlike the moon, is always new in different ways; it
doesn’t have a predictable pattern of changing as the
moon does. That’s what makes the soul so mysterious
and uncanny. No matter how devotedly we revere the
soul, no matter how tenderly we study the soul, it’s
always beyond our grasp. It’s forever leading us into
unknown realms that teem with new challenges and
delights. I invite you to honor and celebrate these
truths in the coming weeks, Virgo. It’s time to exult in
the shiny dark riddles of your soul.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): “I have one talent, and
that is the capacity to be tremendously surprised,”
writes Libran author Diane Ackerman. I advise you to
foster that talent, too, in the weeks ahead. If you’re
feeling brave, go even further. Make yourself as

curious as possible. Deepen your aptitude for
amazements and epiphanies. Cultivate an
appreciation for revelations and blessings that
arrive from outside your expectations. To the
degree that you do these things, the wonderments
that come your way will tend to be enlivening and
catalytic; unpredictability will be fun and
educational.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Author and
theologian Frederick Buechner writes, “If we are to
love our neighbors, before doing anything else we
must see our neighbors. With our imagination as
well as our eyes, we must see not just their faces but
also the life behind and within their faces.” The
coming weeks will be prime time for you to heed
Buechner’s advice, Scorpio. You’re in a phase when
you’ll have extra power to understand and
empathize with others. Taking full advantage of
that potential will serve your selfish aims in
profound ways, some of which you can’t imagine
yet.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): “Refine your
rapture,” advised occultist Aleister Crowley. Now is
an excellent time to take that advice. How might
you go about doing it? Well, you could have a long
conversation with your deep psyche—and see if
you can plumb hidden secrets about what gives it
sublime pleasure. You could seek out new ways to
experience euphoria and enchantment—with an
emphasis on ways that also make you smarter and
healthier. You might also take inventory of your
current repertoire of bliss-inducing strategies—and
cultivate an enhanced capacity to get the most out
of them.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Are you ready to
make the transition from slow, deep, subtle, and
dark to fast, high, splashy, and bright? Are you
interested in shifting your focus from behind-the-
scenes to right up front and totally out in the
open? Would it be fun and meaningful for you to
leave behind the stealthy, smoldering mysteries
and turn your attention to the sweet, blazing
truths? All these changes can be yours—and more.
To get the action started, jump up toward the sky
three times, clicking your heels together during
each mid-leap.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Greenland is a
mostly autonomous territory within the nation of
Denmark. In 2019, US President Donald Trump
announced that his government was interested in
buying the massive island, describing it as “a
large real estate deal” that would add
considerable strategic value to his country. A
satirical story in The New Yorker subsequently
claimed that Denmark responded with a counter-
offer, saying it wasn’t interested in the deal, but
“would be interested in purchasing the United
States in its entirety, with the exception of its
government.” I offer this as an example for you to
be inspired by. The coming weeks will be a
favorable time for you to flip the script, turn the
tables, reverse the roles, transpose the narrative,
and switch the rules of the game.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Author Doris Lessing
told us, “It is our stories that will recreate us.”
Whenever we’re hurt or confused or demoralized,
she suggested, we need to call on the imagination
to conjure up a new tale for ourselves. “It is the
storyteller, the dream-maker, the myth-maker, that
is our phoenix,” she believed. The fresh narratives
we choose to reinvent ourselves may emerge from
our own dreams, meditations, or fantasies. Or they
might flow our way from a beloved movie or song
or book. I suspect you’re ready for this quest,
Pisces. Create a new saga for yourself.

HOMEWORK: WHAT IS A BLESSING YOU CAN
REALISTICALLY BELIEVE LIFE MIGHT BESTOW
ON YOU IN THE COMING MONTHS? TESTIFY

AT FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM. 

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes.
The audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877)
873-4888 or (900) 950-7700.

  FREEWILL ASTROLOGY | Horoscopes by Rob Brezsny

Like it or not, a transformation is
underway as our social fabric is
tested, our economy challenged, our

immune systems confronted and our
patience tried. There is plenty of artwork
being made right now that reflects these
trials and our uncertain future. This is
clearly a transitional time, but to what
remains elusive. Drawing strength and
inspiration from the natural world
provides some solace, and we see in Lea
Anderson’s new work she has done just
that. 

Anderson’s Adaptation. Mutation.
Transformation. is on display in the windows
of Exhibit/208 as part of a series of
exhibits in windows throughout
Albuquerque, Santa Fe and Taos called
Windows on the Future. Here, Anderson
addresses change through our state flower,
the yucca, collecting the husks and using
them to create new work, giving them a
new purpose. The yucca is a powerful
plant, able to survive and thrive in the
harsh New Mexico climate. Anderson has
reconfigured yucca into a series of small
sculptures pinned to the wall behind the
window. Transformed into something new,
the yucca endures, retaining something of
the plant’s original identity while bending
into a new form. Each sculpture is unique,
but presented as a collection to create

Windows on the Future
Lea Anderson’s upcycled yucca

something greater. A community of
transformed yucca-based sculptures right
here in the desert of New Mexico for all to
see and learn from. There is something
inspiring in that.

Displaying artwork in a window is not a
new concept, but this project is perfect for
this time. Access is unrestricted to the
Windows on the Future project, and its value
is enhanced by people’s ability to stay safe
while viewing the exhibits. In speaking
with organizers, it seems this project is
somewhat open-ended in its duration.
Some of the exhibits will remain, some will
change, and some windows will go back to
being what they were before. As goes life,
goes Windows on the Future, and the advice
remains the same for both: See as much of
it as you can. 

For more information on this and other
regional Windows on the Future projects, go
to paseoproject.org/a-window-on-the-
future/. a

 ARTS | ARTS MAGNIFIED by Clarke Condé

Adaptation. Mutation.

Transformation.

By Lea Anderson

On exhibit through August

Exhibit/208

208 Broadway Blvd. SE

CLARKE CONDÉ
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FILM | IDIOT BOX by Devin D. O’Leary

“Doom Patrol,” based on the
popular DC/Vertigo comic,
recently entered its second

season on the DC Direct and HBO Now
streaming services. “The Umbrella
Academy,” based on the popular Dark
Horse comic, did the same over on Netflix.
Both series center on epicly dysfunctional
“families” of super-powered individuals
trying (and often failing) to get their lives in
order while fending off various apocalyptic
threats to planet Earth (frequently without
success). While both series tread very similar
territory, they each create their own unique
worlds and serve as fine companion pieces
to one another.

The “Doom Patrol” comic originally
appeared in the early ’60s and followed the
“weird hero” tradition of unconventional
superheroes dealing with unusual threats. It
died off quickly but was most famously
revived by British writer Grant Morrison in
the late ’80s as a genre-stretching exercise in
pop surreality. The DC Direct/HBO Max
series borrows its inspiration from
Morrison’s run. Developed by Jeremy
Carver (“Supernatural,” “Being Human”)
and produced by Greg Berlanti (“Arrow,”
“The Flash”), the show makes Morrison’s
surreal stories a bit more digestible, while
maintaining many of the plots and fan fave
characters (Danny the Street, Flex Mentallo). 

The Doom Patrol is made up of several
would-be superheroes. Cliff Steele (the long-
MIA Brendan Fraser) is a dead race car
driver whose brain has been implanted in a
clunky robot body. Crazy Jane (Diane
Guerrero from “Orange Is the New Black”)
is a mentally unstable woman with 64
unique personalities, each of which has its
own unique power. Rita Farr (April Bowlby)
is a 1940s actress whose skin possesses
uncontrollable elastic qualities. Larry

Trainor is a former Air Force test pilot
whose body now houses a mysterious alien
entity. Brought together by genial mad
scientist Niles Caulder (Timothy Dalton),
the team … mostly hangs out at a large
country mansion squabbling with one
another and trying to figure out how to
control their powers. 

The show’s various storylines have a
mad, imaginative, anything-goes quality to
them. This ain’t your mainstream superhero
action. Extradimensional donkeys, sentient
boulevards and world-destroying imaginary
childhood friends are just some of the
elements our ill-equipped heroes must
contend with. And yet, the show finds time
for some serious character development
underneath the crazy shenanigans. Cliff ’s
stumbling attempts to reconnect with his
now-grown daughter, Larry’s sexual
orientation, Jane’s mental illness and Rita’s

the old man, or was it a case of police misconduct?

“I Quit” (Discovery 8pm) Would-be entrepreneurs
quit their day jobs to turn their “side hustles” into a
full-time money-making business. … Hand-crafted
troll doll empire, here I come!

WEDNESDAY 19
“High Score” (Netflix streaming anytime) Netflix’s

new docuseries traces the history of classic video
games, featuring insights from the innovators who
brought these digital worlds and characters to life.
Pac-Man tells all!

“Dodgeball Thunderdome” (Discovery 7pm) Um,
yeah. This is, in fact, adult competitive dodgeball.
On TV. In primetime.

“Growing Belushi” (Discovery 8pm) Evidently actor
Jim Belushi has a legal cannabis farm. And a reality
show about it. “Reality show or it didn’t happen” is
the new “Photo or it didn’t happen.”

“Donkmaster” (Vice 8:30pm) Sage Thomas, the self-
styled “king” of donk street racing is profiled in this
docureality series. I hesitate to even look up what
the hell “donk street racing” is for fear that it will
push my phone number or the name of the
elementary school I went to out of my already
overcrowded brain. … OK, fine. Turns out it’s a
Southern Florida street racing thing using super-
customized ’70s GM cars with gigantic wheels. …
Crap. I wanna say: President Something
Elementary. a

THIS 
WEEK IN SLOTH

FRIDAY 14
“The Great Heist” (Netflix streaming anytime) Based

on a real-life 1994 crime, this Colombian crime drama
follows 14 crooks as they plan an elaborate scheme to
steal more than $30 million from Colombia’s Bank of
the Republic.

“Ted Lasso” (Apple TV+ streaming anytime) Former
“SNL” guy Jason Sudeikis stars as a small-time
American soccer coach who gets recruited to run a
professional football team in England. The show is
based on a character Sudeikis created for a string of
NBC Sports commercials back in 2013.

“Teenage Bounty Hunters” (Netflix streaming
anytime) Teenage twins (Maddie Phillips and Anjelica
Bette Fellini) at an elite Southern prep school get jobs
working for a veteran bounty hunter. Weirdest spinoff
of “Sweet Valley High” ever.

SATURDAY 15
Beware of Mom (Lifetime 6pm) A woman tries to save

her daughter from “a wild neighborhood mother who
wants to steal her away.” … So, like, beware of certain
moms.

SUNDAY 16
“Lovecraft Country” (HBO Max streaming anytime)

The cosmic horror of H.P. Lovecraft gets a timely
update in this series (based on the 2016 Matt Ruff novel

THURSDAY 13

“Five Bedrooms” (Peacock streaming anytime)
Peacock’s newest dramedy is described as a rom-
com hybrid of “Friends” and HGTV. Here’s the
“sitch”: Five people meet at a wedding and decide
to buy a house, fix it up and live together. It’s
Australian, by the way.

“Infinity Train” (HBO Max streaming anytime)
Owen Dennis’ imaginative, animated mixture of
“Adventure Time” and “Snowpiercer” heads to
HBO for its third season. The show follows various
passengers trying to escape an endless
otherworldly train.

“Coronavirus & the Classroom” (KOB-4 7pm)
NBC tries to figure out what we’re getting
ourselves into this school year.

“Big Brother” (KRQE-13 9pm) A bunch of people
stuck in a house together, unable to leave and
communicating with the outside world via the
internet? … Yeah, doesn’t sound like quite the
exotic premise it used to.

Super Friends
“Doom Patrol” vs. “The Umbrella Academy”

STREAM TIME
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Netflix
Adding Aug. 13: Safety Not
Guaranteed
Adding Aug. 14: Nigerian Prince,
Octonauts & the Caves of Sac Actun
Adding Aug. 16: Johnny English, Les
Miserables (2012), Seventh Son
Leaving Aug. 14: Goon
Leaving Aug. 18: The Incident

Amazon Prime
Adding Aug. 14: Bernie the Dolphin 2
Adding Aug. 18: Irresistible, The Cup

Hulu
Adding Aug. 14: Bernie the Dolphin 2
Adding Aug. 16: Behind You
Adding Aug. 18: The Cup

Disney+
Adding Aug. 14: Ant-Man and the
Wasp, The Greatest Showman, Zombies 2a

of the same name) about a young African American
(Jonathan Majors from The Last Black Man in San
Francisco) who travels across the segregated South in
the 1950s looking for his missing father—
encountering racism and monsters in near-equal
measure.

“Darcey & Stacey” (TLC 8pm) “90 Day Fiancé” stars
Darcey and Stacey Silva get a spinoff show, examining
their love lives in detail. Perfect for people who think
the private lives of reality show stars are somehow
important.

MONDAY 17
“PBS NewsHour Presents the 2020 Democratic

National Convention” (KNME-5 6pm) Like some
dystopian cyberpunk future, this year’s two major
political conventions are going “virtual.” If only Joe
Biden would accept his party’s nomination using
some kick-ass neon robot avatar with wings. … PBS
starts its coverage promptly at 6. A few of the
networks follow suit with an hour of token coverage
later in the night.

TUESDAY 18
“The Suspect” (Sundance Now streaming anytime)

Addicted to true crime docuseries? Here, Sundance
imports a four-part Canadian series about millionaire
Richard Oland of Moosehead Brewing fame, who was
beaten to death. His son Dennis immediately became
the police’s prime and only suspect. But did he kill

complex backstory are all given time in the
spotlight.

An equally free mix of cartoonish fantasy,
black comedy and surprising emotion, “The
Umbrella Academy” loosely mimics writer
Gerard Way and artist Gabriel Bá’s sci-fi
superhero series. It’s less surreal than
“Doom Patrol” (which features plenty of
winking, self-referential humor) but still
finds room for talking chimpanzees, an
agency of time-travelling assassins and a trip
to the moon. The series centers on a group
of seven random children, born with
extraordinary powers and adopted by a
stern genius named Sir Reginald
Hargreeves. Sir Reginald raises the kids to
be an upstanding superhero team. But by
adulthood, their adoptive father’s cold-
hearted parental skills and brutal training
regimen have caused them to fracture into
an angry collection of loners, drug-addicts
and generally dysfunctional people with
fantastical powers (sonic manipulation,
super strength, teleportation and the ability
to talk to the dead among them). Reunited
by their dad’s death, the siblings are forced
to reckon with the impending end of the
world. Though they more or less conquer
that in the first season, they run into
another convenient apocalypse in the
second season—which more or less defines
the overall premise of both “Doom Patrol”
and “The Umbrella Academy.” Namely, that
our “heroes” are their own worst enemies,
causing as many problems as they solve.

Superheroes, as defined by the likes of
Superman and Captain America have—
traditionally—been unfailing role models.
But when Stan Lee and Jack Kirby came
along in the 1960s and gave the world the
likes of The Fantastic Four, Spider-Man and
The X-Men, all of that changed. Suddenly,
heroes were fallible, had real-world

problems and generally disliked their
sudden acquisition of meta-human abilities.
The X-Men are the most obvious template
for “Doom Patrol” and “The Umbrella
Academy”—a self-styled family of outcasts
shunned by the world at large. Originally
conceived as a metaphor for the civil rights
movement, The X-Men have gone on in the
years since to serve as stand-ins for queer
folks, immigrants and others outside the
mainstream.

Both “Doom Patrol” and “The Umbrella
Academy” follow this tradition, serving up
funny, weird, sometimes morose collections
of broken heroes trying to save a world that
doesn’t want them and struggling to find
(occasional) solace in self-made families of
larger-than-life misfits.  a

The first two seasons of “Doom Patrol” are
streaming now on DC Direct and HBO Now.

The first two seasons of “Umbrella
Academy” are streaming now on Netflix.

COURTESY OF DC UNIVERSE
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BY CLARKE CONDÉ

W ith in-person school out this fall, you can
also count out field trips. Sad but true,
students and chaperones alike are

going to have to seek out their own off-
campus enrichment experiences to
augment their education. Fortunately,
the Weekly Alibi has found 10
Albuquerque locations to get
students young and old started with
the help of local author Ashley
Biggers’ new book Secret
Albuquerque: A Guide to the Weird,
Wonderful, and Obscure. Clearly,
this is Albuquerque and there is
plenty of weirdness to go
around (Biggers’ book includes
90 spots), but these 10 free,
outdoor locations will get you
started. You might even learn
something.

Glass Graveyard
Latitude: 35.064323 |
Longitude: -106.652596
What You Might Learn: Trash
was less of a problem before
plastics.
From 1932 to 1946, Burqueños used
this spot in the Rio Grande bosque as
a dump. Decades later the
biodegradable trash has biodegraded,
and what is left is a three-acre field of glass
and ceramics ground down by time. It’s safe to
walk around and is protected by the

Albuquerque Open Space Division from further dumping. Biggers says in her book,
“The acreage feels like an archaeological site, with relics more modern than the
pottery shards New Mexicans may find elsewhere but no less emblematic of the
culture.”

Microsoft’s First Office
Latitude: 35.077835 | Longitude: -106.575272
What You Might Learn: Revolutions usually have humble beginnings.

This humble spot by the fairgrounds was the headquarters of Microsoft back in
the mid-seventies as Bill Gates and Paul Allen were creating BASIC and starting the
personal computer revolution. Admittedly, it’s not much to look at, but there is a

Albuquerque Indian
School
Latitude: 35.107797
| Longitude: -
106.656529
What You Might
Learn: History
is complex.

Once the
Employees’
Dormitory
and Club,
this California
Mission Revival
building is all
that remains of
the Albuquerque
Indian School. The
history of Indian
schools across the
country is a largely
brutal one, but
Albuquerque’s Indian
School is far more
complicated. This building,
designed by the school’s head
of carpentry (Joe Padilla of
Isleta Pueblo) and his students

take-away lesson from this place that is often
overshadowed by the Emerald City as Albuquerque is

clearly the cradle of the personal computer. 

Petroglyph National Monument
Latitude: 35.138817 | Longitude: -106.711296

What You Might Learn: Always bring water.
Maybe you’ve been to the Petroglyphs

before, but the hundreds of 14thcentury
petroglyphs are worth a return visit. Keep in
mind this is open space, and there really
aren’t trails. That said, wandering around
is probably the best way to discover new
markings and contemplate what their
makers were thinking when they made
them.

USS Bullhead Memorial Park
Latitude: 35.053002 | Longitude: -
106.577867
What You Might Learn: Other
tragedies happened on Aug. 6, 1945.

At the USS Bullhead Memorial Park
in Albuquerque, we remember the lives
of 82 US sailors who died in a submarine
bombing by the Japanese on Aug. 6,

1945. Overshadowed by the U.S. bombing
of Hiroshima, the deaths of these sailors

are no less tragic and are remembered with
a plaque and these three torpedoes. As

Biggers points out in her book, “The USS
Bullhead was the last US submarine sunk

during World War II.”

Mile Markers
Latitude: 35.082584

Longitude: -106.651985

BOOKS | FEATURE    by Clarke Condé    

Glass Graveyard
Latitude: 35.064323

Longitude: -106.652596

Be a tourist in your hometown

“Our Lady of Guadalupe”
Latitude: 35.096414

Longitude: -106.669571
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Secret Albuquerque: 

A Guide to the Weird, Wonderful, 

and Obscure.

By Ashley M. Biggers

BOOKS | FEATURE    by Clarke Condé    

in 1931, belies that complexity and encourages further
investigation into this chapter of local history.

Mile Markers
Latitude: 35.082584 | Longitude: -106.651985
What You Might Learn: The growth of the city.

New Mexico became a state in 1912 (maybe you
already knew that), but at the time Albuquerque was
split between Old Town and New Town. This marker
outside the current Amy Biehl Charter School
downtown that looks like a manhole cover was conceived
in 2012 to indicate the distance between Old Town and
the railroad-established New Town. Its sister marker is
located 1.8 miles north in Coronado Park and indicates
the middle of Albuquerque’s population in 2012.

Lumberjack
Latitude: 35.074879 | Longitude: -106.568558
What You Might Learn: Asking for extra-spicy is

Microsoft’s First Office
Latitude: 35.077835
Longitude: -106.575272

Petroglyph National
Monument
Latitude: 35.138817
Longitude: -106.711296

USS Bullhead
Memorial Park

Latitude: 35.053002
Longitude: -106.577867

“Auto Hawk”
Latitude: 35.08213

Longitude: -106.648415

a risk worth taking.
Immortalized in cartoon by the likes

of the great Bill Griffith, Albuquerque’s
lumberjack has overseen this stretch of
Central Avenue since 1974. Much like
this part of town, the lumberjack has
seen good times and bad, having stood
arm-less for six years until restored in
2019. Once he stood over a lumber
store, he now guides dinners to the May
Café. Get your order to go and just
gaze up at him from the parking lot.

“Auto Hawk”

Latitude: 35.08213 | Longitude: -

106.648415
What You Might Learn: Upcycling.

According to Biggers, sculptor
Christopher Fennell’s “Auto Hawk” is a
“winged creature made of reclaimed
doors.” Towering over First Street, it is
the kind of urban sculpture that stands
naturally within its environment.
Composed of 30 car doors, its neighbors

are a parking garage, a railyard and
the bus station. Does it
look like a hawk’s wing
to you?

“Our Lady of
Guadalupe”
Latitude: 35.096414 |
Longitude: -
106.669571
What You Might Learn:
Unexplained things
happen sometimes. 

Toby Avila started
carving “Our Lady of
Guadalupe” out of a
cottonwood tree behind
Old Town’s San Felipe
de Neri in 1958.
According to Biggers,
Avila had served in the
Korean conflict, praying
often to Our Lady of
Guadalupe and vowing
to show his appreciation
for his safe return to
Albuquerque. He carved
at night with a flashlight
for more than a year,
and then died days after
the sculpture’s
completion. In 2011 a
windstorm blew down
the tree and the church
put the sculpture in the

front courtyard.

Route 66 and Route 66
Latitude: 35.084539 | Longitude: -
106.651603
What You Might Learn: The history of
the open road.

The history of Route 66 is a chapter of
Western expansion that goes right
through the heart of Albuquerque. In
fact, one time it went down Fourth Street
into Downtown and another time it went
down Central Avenue into Downtown. At
the intersection, we have the unique
occurrence of the only place where the
road intersects itself. It’s one more piece
of Route 66 lore worth considering
among the car-driven chapters of
development of Albuquerque. a
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DOWNTOWN

MARBLE BREWERY

111 Marble Ave NW, 243-2739 • $$
[Brewery] After admiring the expanded interior
and hip industrial-style lighting, have an award-
winning beer or three and wobble on over to
whatever food truck is there (which you can find
on their website). While the trucks stay until
about 10pm, Marble is open ’til midnight every
night except Sunday. Listen to some live bands
on the community patio every Saturday night,
or grab a growler, six-pack or keg to go if you
want to avoid the loyal following this
Albuquerque favorite has gathered.

ROMA BAKERY & DELI

501 Roma Ave NW, 843-9418 • $
[Deli/Sandwiches, Bakery/Sweets] Downtown
chowhounds can enjoy a light, simple and
delicious breakfast or lunch at the Roma Bakery
& Deli. Choose a salad from the deli case (the
spicy tuna is a must-try) or get the Magnífica
deli-style sandwich, filled with salami,
pepperoni and turkey topped with balsamic
vinaigrette, for a filling meal at a great price. As
a bonus, Oscar can tuck in a homemade cookie
for dessert or you can eyeball other fresh bakery
treats behind the glass to take home.

FAR NORTHEAST HEIGHTS

THE BARLEY ROOM

5200 Eubank Blvd NE, 332-0800 • $$
[Bar and Grill/Pub, American] The Barley Room is
a watering hole in the far Northeast Heights
that fills patrons up with live music, lots of
libations and a surprisingly ample menu. Snack
on bar-friendly fried things (say yes to the sweet
potato fries!), or have a proper meal with
burgers, salads, pasta, New Mexican dishes, and
a few grilled meat and fish entrées. There’s a
palpable sports bar feel to the place, but a
diverse clientele keeps this bar/grill comfortable
for just about everyone. The kitchen stays open
until midnight every night; go ahead and linger.

JINJA BAR & BISTRO

8900 Holly Ave NE Ste B, 856-1413 • $$
[Asian] This Asian-American eatery has a
reputation for retro Pacific Rim decor and the
clink of drinks with little umbrellas in them. If
you’re in the mood for East-meets-West fare like
lettuce wraps, orange peel beef or Tokyo crispy
tofu, then load up the Prius and take a drive
down Paseo del Norte. You’ll also find a large
selection of fine loose teas and more liquor than
you can shake a limbo stick at. Have a yen for
wine? Here it comes in white, red and plum.

TROMBINO’S BISTRO ITALIANO

5415 Academy Rd NE, 821-5974 • $$$
[Italian] Trombino’s Bistro Italiano has been
an institution of family-style Italian dining in
the Heights for more than 30 years. It houses
an impressively fat menu that includes a full
bar, espresso drinks and an ample wine list.
The service is quicker than a Hollywood
marriage, and the waitstaff seems particularly
knowledgeable about the food and wines.
Gravitate to the more rustic Italian fare—
lemon-basil chicken salad, grilled homemade

Italian sausage, prosciutto-wrapped
asparagus and manicotti—all are amply
portioned and tasty.

ZORBA’S FINE GREEK CUISINE

11225 Montgomery Blvd NE, 323-2695 • $$
[Greek/Mediterranean] Gyros, souvlaki,
taramasalata, roast chicken and potatoes, leg of
lamb, lentil soup—the menu at Zorba’s rings
familiar and no wonder: The family behind
Zorba’s is the same that opened the Olympia
Café near UNM more than 35 years ago. But
here, in the far Northeast Heights, you’ll notice
a long, expanded list of dishes including more
seafood and desserts, plus a lot of elbow room
and a generous patio.

NORTHEAST HEIGHTS

LA QUICHE PARISIENNE BISTRO

5850 Eubank Blvd NE Ste 17, 242-2808 • $$
[French, Bakery/Sweets, Deli/Sandwiches] La
Quiche is an authentic French bakery from
husband-and-wife team Sabine Pasco and Bruno
Barachin. (Bruno is from Bordeaux, where he
achieved master baker status years ago.) In
addition to a large menu of sandwiches, pâtés,
soups and stews (the bourguignon is served in a
house-made pastry shell). La Quiche sells loaves
of country bread, fantastically complicated
bread showpieces and viennoiseries—flaky,
buttery pastries like brioche, croissants and pain au
chocolat that traditionally came from Vienna.

FOOD | CHOWTOWN by Dan Pennington

They use imported French butter, and it shows.
The fruit tarts are the best in town. You’ll also
find a catering menu and a variety of quiches,
ready to go for workers with little time for a
proper lunch.

LE PARIS FRENCH BAKERY

1441 Eubank Blvd NE, 299-4141 • $
[French, Bakery/Sweets] The baguettes at this
little Northeast Heights storefront and café are
phenomenal—many of the city’s best
restaurants use Le Paris as their house bread.
Not familiar with French food? The friendly
staff will happily steer you in the direction of
one of the light breakfast and lunch offerings.
Don’t skip anything involving chocolate.

PAISANO’S CUISINE

1935 Eubank Blvd NE, 298-7541 • $$$
[Italian, Pizza] This restaurant has been around
for 35 years for a darn good reason—fresh
pasta made and cooked to order. Owner Rick
Camuglia carries on a fine Sicilian tradition of
fresh ingredients, a cozy atmosphere like
grandma’s kitchen, and pizzas and calzones
made with fresh dough. Forget the cheesy
chains with Chianti bottle drip candles and
come in for the “presto” lunch, linger over the
ossobuco and stay for the spumoni and a cup
of espresso. A million lovely carbs can’t be
wrong, and neither can the Alibi voters who’ve
given Paisano’s honors for Best Pasta.

PIZZA CASTLE

1220 Eubank Blvd NE, 292-8358 • $
[Pizza, Italian] This unassuming Heights pizzeria
could have been teleported in its entirety from a
strip mall on Long Island, down to the grimy
carpet and grease-encrusted arcade games.
Founded in 1980 by a Brooklyn transplant, the
pizza has that region’s classic thin-yet-chewy
crust with generous carbuncles for gripping the
slice. Snobs don’t like the canned mushrooms,
but that’s part of this authentic strip-mall
cuisine. Some say it’s the best pizza in
Albuquerque. Try the pineapple-ham-green-
chile, and see what you think. Also on the menu:
subs, hot and cold.

THAI TIP

1512 Wyoming Blvd NE Ste E, 323-7447 • $$
[Thai, Asian] The menu at Thai Tip is extensive,
with pages and pages of noodles, curries and
stir-fried dishes. The spicy and sour thom yum
soup (served over a flaming Sterno) is as
delicious as its presentation promises; the
brightly colored green bean curry is fantastic.
Fans of Thai food will not be disappointed. 

YUMMI HOUSE

1404 Eubank Blvd NE, 271-8700 • $$
[Asian, Chinese, Korean] With a name like this, is
there any doubt what the dining future holds? It
is truly the yummiest of houses with Korean and
multiregional Chinese fare like Mongolian pork,
oyster beef, almond chicken and green mussels in
black bean sauce. Throw in some Mapo tofu and
soybean paste noodles and there’s something for
every taste. The crispy fried wontons stuffed with
crab and cream cheese are well worth a trip to the
Heights, and definitely order the “happy family.”
It would mean a lot to us.

OLD TOWN

RESTAURANT ANTIQUITY

112 Romero St NW, 247-3545 • $$$$
[Steakhouse, Vegetarian/Health Foods, American,
Seafood, French] It’s a classy kind of joint, this
Antiquity; tablecloths, waiters with bow ties
and fancified French food (including seafood)
that will push you toward ecstasy even as it
drains your pocketbook. But it’s unmistakably
Albuquerque too. For one thing it’s in an
ancient Old Town hacienda, the kind with an
uneven floor, two-foot-thick walls at every
doorway and rooms that ramble back farther
than you would ever guess from the outside.
For another, the blue-jeaned may mix freely
with the formally attired in that wonderful
New Mexican way that so annoys the
Easterners among us.

SOUTH VALLEY

BOB’S BURGERS

4506 Central Ave SW, 831-2111 • $
[American] Home of the ranchero burger and
a screamin’ $2 Frito pie (which usually takes
top honors in our restaurant polls), these
burgers are similar to their Lotaburger or
Its-a-Burger cousins, except they have loads
of green or red chile on them. And Bob’s
offers “taco burgers”—burgers in taco shells
instead of buns. Bob is quite the creative
entrepreneur; it shows on the chile-stained
faces of his fanatic followers.

A Fistful of Chowtowns
The number one thing I have learned so far in doing so many chowtowns in a row is that we have a lot of restaurants in this city I have never been to, but judging by the
writers of Weekly Alibi past, I definitely need to. Hopefully we remind you of long-lost favorites, undiscovered treasures and community staples you might have spaced on. a
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F irst thing you need to understand
about the Moscow Mule is that it
was concocted in Los Angeles to

sell more vodka and has nothing to do
with Moscow, except possibly when your
hand is freezing from holding the
copper cup you may have a passing
thought about that chilly city with a
reputation for vodka-drinking
residents. The mule part has a bit more
grounding in fact and, though not
related to the animal, it is better left to
the imagination. Really, the entire
drink is best left to creative-types
because of its adaptability. Switch out
the vodka for Irish Whisky for an Irish
Mule, bourbon for a Kentucky Mule or
absinthe for a Bohemian Mule. Here,
however, we present a recipe for the
classic varietal:

Eight parts ginger ale
Four parts vodka
One part lime juice
Lime wedge for garnish
Ice

COCKTAILS | by Clark Condé

Skip the Canada Dry in favor of a
more flavorful ginger ale or ginger beer.
Zia Soda out of Taos is a local option.
Goya makes a spicy Jamaican style
ginger beer which is a good choice, if
you can find it. There are plenty of
ginger ales out there, including
tolerable zero carb, zero sugar options
should that be your thing. 

The next step is finding a copper
mug. Some say the mug should be lined
with nickel or stainless steel to prevent
building up toxic levels of copper in
your system. I recommend siding with
caution here. You won’t like what
happens if you get too much copper.
Once you’ve found your ginger ale and
mug, simply combine them with the
vodka and lime over ice. A stir or two
and you are in business. I’ve garnished
here with a big slice of ginger, but lime
is more traditional. What else can you
add to a copper cup full of ginger ale?
What would make it a New Mexico
Mule? Send your ideas to
letters@alibi.com. If it sounds good, I’ll
give it a try.  a

Thoughts on the Mule
A Cocktail Best Approached from the Left

CLARKE CONDÉ

PUPUSERIA Y RESTAURANT
SALVADOREÑO
1701 Bridge Blvd SW, 243-8194 • $
[Latin American, Bakery/Sweets, Seafood]
Albuquerque’s first Salvadoran restaurant is
definitely worth checking in on, because,
brothers and sisters, if you love sweet plantain,
this place has the best in town. It’s also got the
best pupusa—no relation to the pupu platter—
and who doesn’t like the idea of a soft, thick
corn tortilla filled with meat (chicharrón, fish,
beef or ham) and cheese? Make it lunch with a
tall glass of horchata.

SOUTHEAST

EL SABOR DE JUAREZ
3527 Gibson Blvd SE, 265-3338 • $
[Sushi, Mariscos/Mexican Seafood] So sabroso!
This is one of those sweet mom ’n’ pop
restaurants that is much beloved by neighbors
but nearly unknown by folks in other parts of
the city. Well, now you know. If you’re in the
mood for real Mexican food like chicharrón
burritos, shredded chicken tacos or irresistibly
good desebrada, then head on over to El Sabor. 

UPPER NOB HILL

THAI CUISINE II
4201 Central Ave NE, 232-3200 • $$
[Thai, Vegetarian/Health Foods, Sushi, Asian] Sure,
it looks like an old Dairy Queen on the
outside—but inside, it’s totally Thailand (just
check out the caddy of housemade condiments).
The menu’s large selection of salads is a strong
suit, including crispy, delicate green papaya and
a not-to-be-missed tempura trout salad (sop up
the tamarind dressing with a side of sticky rice).
The tom yum soup is perhaps the best in town,
and you can choose between chicken and veggie
broth in some of the other good soups here.
Most dishes—like pad cha vegetable stir-fry and
creamy, fragrant red curry—can be ordered
vegetarian too. There’s also a small sushi menu
that offers big, adequate rolls.

UPTOWN

LOS CUATES
8700 Menaul Blvd NE, 237-2800 • $$
[New Mexican] In the grand style of down-home
New Mexican comfort food, just about
everything here—selected as the Best New
Mexican Restaurant in Albuquerque in past
reader polls—is smothered in chile and cheese.
House specialties include fajitas, stuffed

sopaipillas, enchiladas and Indian tacos. Should
you worry about getting fat? Naaah. They’re
bound to come up with a “chile ’n’ cheese diet”
any day now.

SWISS ALPS BAKERY
3000 San Pedro Dr NE Ste F, 881-3063 • $
[Bakery/Sweets, Specialty Food Store] Cakes and
pies, pastries and cookies; who needs the
holidays to excuse oinking out? This little shop
has giant meringues, giant elephant ears and,
oh yes, giant rum balls. Getting married? Order
a cake. Friends over for supper? Pick up a real
apple pie. Family staying with you? No baked
good is gonna salve that pain, but perhaps an
éclair and some quiet time in your closet will get
you through.

WESTSIDE

MARISCOS LAS ISLITAS
619 Old Coors Blvd SW, 836-4998 • $$
[Mariscos/Mexican Seafood, Mexican] Las Islitas
stakes its claim on just one noble pursuit—the
seafood-heavy cuisine of Mexico’s Central
Pacific state of Nayarit. The food is simple,
delicious and authentic, having clearly evolved
in a place where the raw ingredients are good
and fresh. No culinary tap-dancing is necessary.
Brothy, aromatic soups and fish-filled
empanadas are a few must-haves, and even the
unsavory sounding dishes such as camarones a la
cucaracha (“cockroach” shrimp) are surprisingly
delicious. You will definitely leave with a full
panza.

WECK’S
6311 Riverside Plaza Ln NW, 352-6209 • $$
[American, New Mexican] Weck’s, oh Weck’s, what
would we do without your bottomless drinks,
your enormous portions and your sausage and
gravy? How we long to return for another “bowl
o’ papas” filled with hash browns, cheese, green
chile and an over-easy egg. How we dream at
night of your belly-bustin’ biscuits and gravy for
breakfast and lunch.

CORRALES

INDIGO CROW CAFE & BAKERY 
4515 Corrales Rd., 585-3061 • $$$$
[Fine Dining, American, Organic/Locally Grown] A
classy kind of place in the wilds of Corrales with
astounding lobster ravioli. And who could resist
the call of spicy clams? Head on in for dinner
and a nice bottle of wine or for Sunday brunch
on the patio. It’s only a few miles thataway, as
the crow flies.

The copper mug is the key to getting behind the mule.

FOOD | CHOWTOWN by Dan Pennington
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ingredient in a drug must be approved by
the FDA for over-the-counter delivery
before it can be sold—generally a good
rule. But that means that every bottle of
CBD oil on every shelf in America is
actually a black market item.

So far the feds have not pressed the
matter and have kept their mouths shut
when it comes to personal use and over-
the-counter sales. But state-to-state
transportation is still frowned upon, and
rare cases of police deciding to enforce
the laws have occurred.

The FDA has been fast-tracking the
bureaucratic process of approving the
drug, but critics have said it hasn’t been
fast enough. Last month the White
House reviewed the agency’s guidance

report for handling research of CBD
and cannabis in July, but it’s

unclear if and when it plans to
move forward with the

process.

N.M. Cannabis
Continues to
Skyrocket

Marijuana is proving to be
a COVID-safe industry as sales

across the nation have gone through
the roof. Here in New Mexico,
patients are buying more weed than
ever.

Forbes reports that the industry
saw an initial two-week spike in US

dispensary sales in March. This spike
likely came from consumers stocking up
for what could have been quite a dry spell.
As states began to deem dispensaries
“essential” businesses, buyers slowed down
a bit and sales leveled out.

According to a white paper industry
report compiled by LeafLink, Flowhub
and Vangst, a few more spikes appeared
before the industry stabilized in late April
at an incredible 40 percent higher amount
than 2019.

Ultra Health recently published a press
release that says combined patient sales
from all of the state’s licensed producers
totaled $92 million during the first six
months of 2020—an increase of $32.5
million or 55 percent more than the sales
from the same time period in 2019.

Analysts say that people spending more
time at home and suffering from a lack of
entertainment could be contributing to
the sales. Recent findings that cannabis
use could help lower the intensity of
COVID-19 symptoms could also have
helped. a

BAKED GOODS | CANNABIS NEWS by Joshua Lee

A
woman is suing The Walt Disney
Company after being arrested for
CBD at Walt Disney World in

Florida. Disney and the police are
refusing to speak about the ordeal.

The suit alleges that Orange County
Sheriff ’s Office, at the behest of Walt
Disney World staff, arrested Hester
Burkhalter, a 69-year-old great-
grandmother from Hickory, N.C. in 2019
for narcotics possession after she was
found to be in possession of a bottle of
CBD oil. The suit alleges illegal
detention, false arrest and the violation
of Burkhalter’s civil rights.

“Disney and uniformed local law
enforcement officials acting at its
direction and under its authority as a
Florida landowner … arrested and
detained, processed as a narcotics
felon and strip-searched a
harmless, entirely blameless
American great-grandmother,
whose only ‘crime’ was her
desire to lessen crippling
osteoarthritic pain with a doctor-
recommended hemp-based oil,” said
the lawsuit.

Burkhalter was asked by officers if
the oil contained any THC, to which
she responded that she wasn’t sure.
According to the label on the bottle,
the substance had no THC. The
bottle tested negative for THC the first
time officers examined it but tested
positive a second time.

Burkhalter was released from jail when
her son bailed her out around 15 hours
after being processed.

According to CNN the July 29
complaint was filed in the Circuit Court of
the 9th Judicial Circuit in Orange County
against The Walt Disney Company and a
number of its executives as well as the
Orange County Sheriff and a number of
its deputies.

During a news conference last week,
Burkhalter described being arrested as the
“most humiliating day of my life.” She
reportedly vomited during transport and
requested medical care but was denied.

Burkhalter’s lawyer said Disney has
never apologized for the incident. It did
manage to ban the great-grandmother
and her family from ever visiting the
Magic Kingdom™ again—though the
order was later rescinded.

It might sound like a given that she’ll
win the case—after all, what lunatic tries
to lock up a senior citizen for using a
widely available medicine that her doctor

recommended?—
but her case could be tougher to prove
than you might think. CBD is still
technically illegal in America if it isn’t
approved by the US Food and Drug
Administration. Since the FDA hasn’t
approved any over-the-counter CBD oils,
it’s unlikely that Burkhalter’s oil was legal.
As distasteful as it is, the police might
have been completely in their rights to
arrest the woman.

This highlights a serious issue that has
arisen again and again since the signing
of the 2018 Farm Bill, which legalized
hemp by delineating between it and
“marijuana.” Many consumers are still
under the impression that CBD-infused
products were legalized by the bill, but the
truth is a little weirder.

CBD is the active ingredient in
Epidiolex, a pharmaceutical used to treat
rare forms of epilepsy in children.
According to federal regulations, any
compound that appears as an active

Happiest Place On Earth?
Woman sues Disney over CBD arrest
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Licensed
Massage

MEZMERIZING
MASSAGE BY MISS
VIKI 
Call 505-304-4121 to
schedule Appt. Lic#
1904

MASSAGE 
Young college
student located near
the university in a
clean studio.. cleans

Place your ad: alibi.com/ads 

classifieds@alibi.com | (505) 346-0660 ext 248

Employment

w
CARGIVERS

$500 sign on

bonus at 90 days, FT

only, pd. training, no

exp. necessary.

Reliability, flexibility

and dependability a

must. Must have

NMDL, reliable

vehicle, current ins.,

GED/HS Diploma, &

must be 21 or over.

Apply at

https://providencesu

pportservices.com

WEEKLY ALIBI

READERS SPAN

every generation,

from the Baby

Busters to the Baby

Boomers. Distributed

throughout Abq, Rio

Rancho, Corrales,

East Mountain,

Bernalillo, Placitas,

Santa Fe and Los

Lunas. The Alibi is

available at

restaurants, grocery

stores, college

campuses, select

retailers and various

downtown locations.

Coverage includes

politics, humor, film,

opinion, music, art

and the most

comprehensive

entertainment guide

in Nuevo Mexico.

¡Arriba!

YOU WILL GET

RESULTS when you

place your classified

ad in the Weekly Alibi.

Call 346-0660 ext. 248

today!

Body & Soul

Classified

Real Estate
Old Town

w
commercial
for Lease

6320 Linn Ave NE
#D cell: 505-378-
0585 

Apartments

LOW RATES!
BRAND NEW Fully
Furnished Studio
Apartments – no

credit check & no
lease req. Call Now:
505-225-2673

NEWLY
RENOVATED
NEWLY
RENOVATED,
furnished studios.
Laundry Onsite.
Cable & Utilities
INCLUDED. Call
now: 505-226-6932

and disinfects after
each appointment!
Doing massage
Monday-Saturday 9
am till 6 pm to make
an appointment
please call (505) 295-
9458 Lic# 9993 

MASSAGE $40 AN
APPOINTMENT
Deep tissue massage
Hot stone foot
Swedish massage

LMT 6320

READER NOTICE: The
State of New Mexico
Department of
Regulation and
licensing requires
registration numbers
for individuals who
practice massage
therapy. These
registration numbers
are included in all ads
within category 300.
Advertisers in this
category are

LOW RATES!
BRAND NEW Fully
Furnished Studio
Apartments – no
credit check & no
lease req. Call Now:
505-225-2673

Rooms/Roommat
es

Northeast

w
FURNISHED
ROOM

registered and
licensed by the State
of New Mexico and
are trained and
certified for
therapeutic massage.
Advertisers in
category 300 do not
perform sexual
massages. Any
concerns regarding
any of the advertisers
in this category
should be directed
to: Weekly Alibi.

Quiet,safe area
close to CNM Nth.
Seeking clean,quiet,
long term
(preferred) person.
Single occupancy
only, No
pets/kids.Access to
exercise/pool
table/hottub.294-
7209 MSG
$350/mo+1/3util$25
0DD



Down

1 ___ Farm (bygone clothing line)

2 Mister, in Munich

3 Powerful and pleasing, to a Rasta

4 "Later"

5 Is of  practical value

6 Coffeehouse quaff

7 Yale students, familiarly

8 Blow a gasket

9 Dig up

10 "Henry and June" diarist Nin

11 They adore strange things

12 Jim Morrison song, with "The"

13 "___ Anything" (John Cusack movie)

21 Gps. like CARE and Amnesty International

22 Word after bake or garage

25 Ubiquitous December mall guys

26 Sings like Kurt Elling

27 Like an angry cat's back

28 Spied via the telephone

30 Neckwear for Frankenstein's monster?

31 Nondescript category

33 "___ bad, bad thing"

35 1000 K

36 Friend's opposite

37 "Spy vs. Spy" magazine

42 Decoder's wear?

43 "Your ___" (Morrissey album)

44 Man, in Mantua

45 Cars given while yours is in the shop, e.g.

51 Sandwich spreads

53 "We love to fly ___ shows" (Delta slogan)

55 "Rent" character

56 F or G, on sheet music

57 It's worth next to nothing

58 Old Icelandic saga

59 "What ___ Beneath"

60 Remini of  "The King of  Queens"

61 Corn remnants

62 Raw metal source
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CROSSWORD | “FOOD FOR THOUGHT"--   THE FIRST JONESIN' PUZZLE EVER. [#1, MAY 2001] | by Matt Jones

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE AT ALIBI.COM

TOON PAGE | JEN SORENSEN & CHARLES ELLIS

2020 Matt Jones
Across

1 Band that's the theme of  this puzzle

6 "Heroz4hire" rapper ___ the Damaja

10 Slasher flick props

14 "... quack quack there, ___ quack ..."

15 Actor Arkin

16 "99 Luftballons" singer

17 Impulsive, courageous person, so they say

18 Hollywood cross street

19 He was a real Dick on "NewsRadio"

20 1-Across guitarist and vocalist

23 Summer month, for short

24 Speaks like a heavy smoker

26 Shop class tool

29 Cry convulsively

31 Letters on a Cardinals hat

32 "Bali ___" ("South Pacific" song)

34 1-Across and The Dude of  Life album released in

1994

38 "Hell's Half  ___" (1954 movie)

39 Velvet Underground vocalist Reed

40 Singers lower than soprani

41 1-Across predecessors and mentors

46 Jazz band's song list

47 They taketh away on Apr. 15

48 ___ Fighters (Dave Grohl band)

49 Org. that gives out 9-digit IDs

50 Sends to hell

52 Sound from a lamb

54 1-Across keyboardist who started as a fan

61 Cheat, in a way

63 Cleopatra's river

64 "Jeremy" singer Vedder

65 Subject of  "Weird" Al Yankovic's "The White

[31-Down]"

66 The last word in sermons?

67 "___ White Swan" (T. Rex song)

68 They're separated on some old sitcoms

69 Elevator, to Elvis Costello

70 European compilation album for 1-Across

HORRIFICA
QUEEN OF MARS
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